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Scenario 1: Resources

A golden age of responsible growth: Society learns to create sharing markets to combat irresponsible production.

content collaborative flexible creative











Jen owns this stuff.

hairspray
clothing

refridgerator
lamp

water bottle
computer

car
vacuum
laundry
camera
printer

fan

Jen can borrow this stuff.
She shares with everyone else.

They are personal items.

This is Jen.

Items that need to be personalized are private, all other items are public resource.



Scenario 2: Timesharing

A world maximized for efficiency: a massive human assembly line and a single repetitive task for each person

static bland uninspired predictable











Tim is really good at fixing stuff.

So, Tim spends all his time fixing stuff.

For himself, and others.

Rita needs things organized.

She keeps Tim’s place immaculate.

Tim keeps her hair curler ready.

Dan loves logistics.

Dan keeps Tim’s schedule tight.

Tim assembles Dan’s new table.

Peter doesn’t like going outside.

He stays in and does Tim’s laundry.

Tim fixes his laptop.

meals for laundry

laundry for organization
scheduling for meals

Each person’s time is maximized for efficiency; common needs are handled by one person.

Steve likes cooking a lot.

Steve makes all of Tim’s meals.

Tim fixes the old blender.

This is Tim.

scheduling for organization



Scenario 3: Commonwealth

Nothing is privatized: wholly communal living where work is rewarded by access to the world’s inventory 

cooperative quirky creative erratic











Everything belongs to everyone. The government regulates and upkeeps all items.

hairspray

laundry

refridgerator

water bottle

clothing

camera

computer printer fan

vacuum car

lamp



Scenario 4: Basic Exchange

Post-collapse: Life is led in very small communities via the direct exchange of goods and services

desperate rough loyal uncertain











Money is irrelevant; only goods or services have worth. Simple trades occur with supply and demand.

Gabe has awesome sunglasses.

Gabe needs his hair done.

Lisa wants sunglasses.

Lisa is a hair stylist.

Rita can use a drill well.

Rita is really hungry.

Steve’s desk is broken.

Steve just made pasta.



Thank you!


